
Advanced
Alitherm 800 Windows



Classic Casement Windows
Alitherm 800 Series

The Alitherm 800 range is designed for both residential and commercial 
projects that require the highest quality aluminium products. The range is 

fabricated using only the best aluminium polyamide materials making it not 
only very thermal efficient but also a fantastic addition to any property

improvement project.

Flush Casement Windows
Alitherm 800 Series

Our Alitherm 800 range is available in a beautiful flush exterior appearance.
The flush style is a new design that means the window closes flush into the outer 

frame so it sits in line with the face of the window. The flush style is becoming 
increasingly popular due to it’s minimalistic clean lines and flat finish. The flush 
style is actually a very traditional design dating back more than 200 years. Back 
then windows were made of timber and they were all designed with flush fitting 
sashes and this feature is still this day today evident in many Georgian, Victorian 

and Edwardian properties.

Aluminium Window Range
Our stunning windows encompass a timeless design together with high levels of security, energy efficiency and 

functionality. We offer two different window styles; a classic casement system and a  modern flush casement 
system. 
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Advanced Complete Aluminium Range

Window Furniture
The handles are supplied as standard with a key locking facility, however should you opt to have a window with

a fire escape opening hinge then the handle will be non-locking as standard. Utilising a multipoint locking
mechanism, internal key locking handles and internal beads our aluminium range offers the highest level of

security as standard.

Standard 
Window Handle

Pear Drop 
Window Handle

Monkey Tail 
Window Handle

Standard Handle Colours

Satin 
Chrome

Chrome GoldWhite Black
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PAS 24 Security Upgrade
Our Alitherm 800 Series come with the option to upgrade the security to our PAS 24:2016 security package.

PAS 24 is a set standard with specifications as to which our aluminium windows have been tested against. 
The PAS 24 upgrade includes hinge protectors and anti lifting blocks. The upgrade is generally mandatory

on new-build projects.




